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We rely on our land resource for food energy and overall for good living environment, although
economic development and population growth in the last few decades have led to an increase in the
extant of build up areas with the growth rates surpassing those of our European neighbours. As
land, soil, air and water provides the foundation to life in terrestrial ecosystem, and we can help our
air, prevent pollution, save energy, and protect nature. For a better environment we need to use less
energy, produce less waste and produce less pollution

The environment protection agency has various responsibilities for a wide range of licensing,
enforcement and assessment and monitoring activities. The department of environment and the
local government has the responsibility to sustain these policies and they have responsibilities to
maintain local development and waste management planning as well as the enforcement of
regulation in the functional area also it is responsible for the protection of the environment and
including the licensing and enforcement of the activities with the potential to cause serious problems.

Climate change is one of the significant and challenging issues faced by the humanity today which
leads to global impacts such as increased temperature, melting of snow and rising of sea level. If
not addressed, the projected impact of climate will present a very serious risk of dangerous and
irreversible climate impacts at both the global and national levels with ecosystem and food
production vulnerable. Environment articles features that future investment decisions at national
local and regional levels must incorporate considerations of future climate conditions and adaptation
options. The last decade has seen the economic downturn, resulting in decreased personal
consumption of goods and services have been a particular factor. Environment protection agency
has made significant progress in various changes in the environment protection. In relation to waste
generation the regulatory imposed on the waste industry and yielded significant and measurable
improvements.

Various programs are the part of these organizations and they use a framework and models to
accelerate the function. Environmental management trainers focus on the ensure use of the primary
management approach and address the environmental aspects of the internal agency operations as
environment protection is not only a national task the solutions must come through the agreement
and actions from the international communities .

Various environment articles publish time to time, states the fact that really effect on the humanity
and challenge to integrate with social economic and the environmental sustainable development
through energy efficient and economically profitable business modes. Outlining the severe threat of
climate change, it offers a solution through innovative energy usage and competitive green solutions.
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Variety of inquiry based activities are done by the a Environmental Management Trainerincluding
the publish of various a environment articles that studies on the various disastrous effects causing
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global warming and climate change.
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